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SPECIAL COMMENTARY

AllianzGI is one of the world’s leading active investment managers, managing USD 601 billion in assets, including 
over USD 200 billion in global fixed income (as at March 31, 2019). 

SUB-ADVISOR: Allianz Global Investors (AllianzGI)

ETF TICKER: EARN (Hedged)
MUTUAL FUND FUNDSERV CODE: EVF130 (Class F); EVF131 (Class A)

Your investments should too.
The world is evolving.

The EARN fund holds investment grade and high yield corporate credits which have been negatively impacted 
by the collapse of the credit market since Feb 21st as corporate spreads have blown out.   The impact of this 
spread widening dramatically more than offset any benefit from a reduction in government bond yields.  For 
example, the option adjusted spreads to Treasuries (OAS) on global investment grade BBB corporates was 103 
bp on February 21st, but nearly doubled to 203 bp as of March 12th. 
 
Similarly, the OAS for global high yield bonds was 374 on Feb 21st, but had widened to 731 as of March 12, 2020.  
On a hedged to CAD basis, these moves equate to returns of -3.4% for the global investment grade credit and 
-10.3% for global high yield over the period from Feb 21-March 12.  While we cannot control market moves, we 
have been pleased that there have not been any idiosyncratic problems among the holdings in the fund, and 
have been able to achieve our goal of “winning by not losing”. 
 
In addition, our long US treasury and short US equity hedged positions have helped partially mitigate the price 
decline. The short-dated nature and higher quality skew of the emerging market and high yield positions are 
also helping. Case-by-case additions in HY and in short-dated EM$ risk are being considered, but overall we 
remain defensive.  Against the generally higher risk “multi-strat credit income” peers that we compete against, 
our relative outcome has been good so far.   

UPDATE:

MARKET & PORTFOLIO UPDATE:

Concern over the economic impact of the coronavirus resulted in equity markets suffering one of their worst 
weeks since the Financial Crisis with US treasury yields reaching all-time low. Credit markets managed to remain 
stable until the last week of the month, when there was a capitulation in spreads.  Investment grade spreads 
widened 24bps on the month, but falling government rates, particularly in the US, helped support total returns, 
with the asset class gaining just under 1%. In high yield, BBs (95bps wider) outperformed Bs (+151bps) as might 
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be expected in the risk-averse environment. Overall the BB/B universe fell 1.3% for the month in CAD hedged 
terms. CCCs widened 135bps but underperformed in total return terms (-2.7%) as their shorter duration limited 
the benef its of falling rates. Energy issuers suffered particularly badly as the oil price dropped 13% to below $45/
barrel, while names in Italy also struggled as the country found itself the centre of the European outbreak and 
had to impose emergency measures. 

In this context, the Fund was down slightly during February.  By segment, our high yield and emerging market 
holdings detracted but our investment grade positions were benef icial. The equity index hedge position was 
also strongly benef icial. Securitized spreads held relatively steady and Fund holdings had a modest impact on 
performance.  Portfolio holdings in energy were hardest hit given the oil price movement. 

During the month the Fund sold several names across energy, leisure, asset-backed and utilities. New positions were 
added in banking, leisure, technology and transportation. The Fund retained some cash, pending further opportunities.  

OUTLOOK:

The main reason for the recent volatility is obviously the coronavirus, and specifically the spreading of the virus 
into Europe. We have no specific insight as to the duration of impact, but we are scrutinizing earnings releases for 
clues, working closely with our macro-economic colleagues to understand governmental and central bank policy 
response, and of course looking for opportunities amidst the panic.

Following the Fed’s emergency rate cut, there will likely be further measures forthcoming from both the fiscal side 
and from other Central Banks; we see this as supportive for f ixed income and this should also lead to continued
demand for credit away from any epicentre. The risk factor is if we do see slower growth, it could lead to more 
downgrades, particularly in Leveraged Loans. As ever we will be carefully watching the relative value relationship 
between these two related markets.   


